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Abstract

In this paper we study random genetic drift in a �nite genetic population� Exact
formulae for calculating the mean convergence time of the population are analytically
derived and some results of numerical calculations are given� The calculations are
compared to the results obtained in population genetics� A new proposition is derived
for binary alleles and uniform crossover� Here the mean convergence time � is almost
proportional to the size of the population and to the logarithm of the number of the
loci� The results of Monte Carlo type numerical simulations are in agreement with
the results from the calculation�

� Introduction

Two opposite tendencies operate on natural populations� natural selection� or the propen�
sity to adapt to a given environment� and polymorphism� or the propensity to produce
variation to cope with changing environments� With the explosion of data reporting
polymorphism on the biochemical level� the long�standing problem of the relative impor�
tance of nonrandom and random processes in the genetic structuure of populations has
revived in the form of a selectionist�neutralist controversy� The most prominent neutralist
is Kimura��	�

The controversy has stimulated the study of many stochastic models including the
in
nite alleles model and the sampling formula� Later Kimura and many others exten�
sively applied di�usion analysis to the study of stochastic genetic models��	� The problems
considered include the analysis of random sampling e�ects due to small populations� the
balance in small populations of recurrent mutation and random genetic drift� the expected
time of 
xation of a mutant gene�

Random genetic drift is also important for evolutionary algorithms� It is a source of
reducing the variation of the population� But if the variation is reduced then the response
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to selection becomes less in the next generation ��	� In this paper we will compute the
expected time until convergence for di�erent genetic models� Convergence means that all
genotypes in the population become equal� One model deals with recombination by unifrom
crossover� This model� which is the most important for evolutionary algorithms� has not
been investigated before� We derive exact formulae for calculating the mean convergence
time and compare them with the results from Monte Carlo type simulations� These results
show that uniform crossover recombination increases the convergence time only slightly�

The outline of the paper is as follows� In the next section we analyse the classical simple
sampling case as a preparation for treating the case with uniform crossover� In section �
we present the main result� Section � is for the comparison with simulations� and section
� is for discussion and conclusion�

� Random drift with simple sampling

��� Two alleles

Consider a population of N individuals� Assume that each individual has only one gene �one
locus� in which there are two di�erent alleles termed �A� and �a�� There is no mutation�
crossover� and selection� The generations are discrete and the size of the population is 
xed�
that is� in each new generation we sample N o�spring from the gene pool of N ancestors
with replacements� This model is approximately equivalent with the classical diploid model
with N�� individuals which is usually treated in the literatures of quantitative genetics�

We can describe the status of the population by the number of individuals which have
genotype �A�� Let the set of possible states be � � f�� � ���� N g� The development of the
state of the population can be described by a simple Markov chain��	��	� We denote the
probability of the population to be in state i � � at time t as Pi�t� � Then the transition
probability of the Markov chain from the state i to the state j is denoted as q�jji� i� j � ��

The product law leads us to the following formula for q�jji�

q�jji� �

�
N
j

��
i

N

�j �N � i

N

�N�j
� ��

and the relation

Pj�t� �
NX
i��

q�jji�Pi�t� � ���

holds�
When we use vector�matrix notation� we denote the transition probability matrix as

Q � �qji�� where qji � q�j � ji � � and probability vector as P�t�� The i�th element of
P�t� is Pi���t�� Then we can write the equation ��� as

P�t� � QP�t� � ���

and naturally the equation
P�t� � QtP��� ���

holds� Here Qt is the power t of the matrix Q�
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If the population is in the state � or N � the population is homogeneous� Hence� the
probability of the population converging by time t � k can be expressed as

s�k� � P��k� � PN �k�� ���

The probability of convergence just at time t � k � � is

c�k� � s�k�� s�k � �� ���

We can calculate the mean convergence time � using c�k� as

� �
�X
k��

k c�k�� ���

When k is large enough� kc�k� decreases as k increases and converges to � quickly� By
taking a large enough K we can approximately calculate � as

� �
KX
k��

k c�k� � Ks�K�� �
K��X
k��

s�k��� ���

Table  and 
gure  show some results of numerical calculations using the equation ����
We tested values of K and found that K � ��� is large enough for obtaining the given
results�

pA N � � N � � N � � N � � N � ��

�� ���� ���� ���� ����� ���� � � ��N
��� � ���� ���� ��� ����� � � ��N
��� � � ���� ��� ����� � � ���N

Table �� Mean convergence time � for simple sampling for � alleles ���
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Here the value of pA means that in the initial population pA � N individuals have
genotype �A� and the rest �� � pA� � N� have genotype �a�� We can summarize the
results in the following proposition�

Proposition � Let each individual have one gene with two alleles �A� and �a�� Then in
a population of size N with random sampling� the mean convergence time � increases
almost proportionally with the population size N � and in case of pA � �� �half of
the initial population have allele �A�� the rest have allele �a�� � � ��N holds�

Kimura et al� approximately analysed the equivalent genetic model using the di�usion
equations� The 
rst order approximation of s�k� is��	

s�k� �  � �pA�� pA�e�t��N � ���

From this formula one can calculate � as � � �pA� � pA�N � This gives � � �N for
pa � ��� If more terms are used � � ���N is obtained for pA � ����	� Considering that
in their model each individual has two chromosomes �diploid�� their results and the above
exact calculation are consistent�

If pA � ��� the initial population is biased and has a greater tendency to converge to
genotype �A� and lesser tendency to converge to genotype �a�� We call these cases as �all
A� and �all a� respectively� For these cases� we can calculate the conditional mean of the
convergence time under the condition of �all A� or �all a�� These results are shown in the
following�

pA Final State N � � N � � N � � N � ��

��� all A ���� ���� ���� ���� � � ���N
��� all a ���� ���� ����� ����� � � ��N
��� all A � ���� ���� ���� � � ���N
��� all a � ���� ����� ����� � � ��N

��� all A � � ���� ���� � � ����N
��� all a � � ����� ���� � � ���N

Table �� Mean convergence time for simple sampling for � alleles ���
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Let PA��� and Pa��� denote the probability of the population converging to �all A�
and �all a� respectively� As for these probabilities� we can prove the following theorem�

Theorem � Consider a genetic population of size N � Let each individual have only one
gene with two alleles �A� and �a�� and in the initial state� pAN individuals have
allele �A� and the rest have allele �a�� Then in a randomly mating population�

PA��� � pA� Pa��� � � pA� ���

Proof Using the formula
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we can caliculate Q� � limt��Qt as

Q� �

�
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���

���
���

���
���

���
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�
CCCCCCCA
� ���

With this Q� we can readily get P���

That is� if the initial population has n times more individuals with genotype �A� at the
initial stage� then the probability of the population converging to �all A� is also n times
larger�

��� Many alleles

When we have more than two alleles� the Markov chain describing the development of the
population becomes rather complicated� If we have m � � alleles� we must consider a
Markov chain with �

PN
im��

Pim
im����

� � �
Pi�

i���
� states� Each state is characterized by the

number of each genotype included in the population� Although we can calculate the mean
convergence time in principle� it is almost impossible to do the calculation� and we will
not describe the formulae here� However� if the number of alleles is very large and we can
assume that all individuals have a di�erent genotype at the initial stage� there is a simple
trick to calculate the mean convergence time�

Let each di�erent genotype be ai �i � � ���� N �� The probability of the convergence
to a genotype ai is equal for all i and is �N � We denote this probability as Pai���� The
conditional mean convergence time �ai under the condition that the population converges
to ai is also equal for all i� Let this conditional mean be �c� The �unconditional� mean
convergence time � can be calculated as

� �
X
ai

�aiPai��� �
X
ai



N
�c� ���
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and is equal to �c in this case�
Now a fact worth noticing is that �c is equal to the conditional mean convergence time

in the two alleles case under the condition of converging �all A� from the initial state
pA � �N � According to this consideration� we can calculate � for the case with very
large number of alleles by the same formula as for the case with two alleles� The results are
shown in the following table �� We also show the results from Monte Carlo type simulations
done by M�uhlenbein et al��	�

N � � N � � N � � N � � N � ��

Exact ���� ���� ���� ����� ��� � � ���N
Simulation � � ��� ���� ����

Table �� Mean convergence time for simple sampling with many alleles

The remarkable fact is that � is still proportional to N and only slightly larger than
the case with two alleles� Now we can state the following proposition�

Proposition � Let the number of alleles be su�ciently large� Then in a population of
size N with random sampling the mean convergence time � increases almost propor	
tionally with the population size N � and � � ���N holds approximately�

Note that in this case � is mathematically equivalent to the the mean 
xation time of a
mutant gene introduced in a population� In Crow and Kimura�	 � � ���N is derived for
the diploid case using the di�usion equation model� Our results are consistent with theirs�

� Genetic drift with uniform crossover

In this section we investigate how much recombination by uniform crossover can reduce the
in�uence of genetic drift� Uniform crossover is an adaptation of Mendel s chance model to
haploid organisms� It is used in many genetic algorithms�

We assume that each individual has one chromosome and each chromosome has n loci�
We denote the set of alleles for the i�th locus as �i�

Let the chromosome of parents be x � �x�� ���� xn� and y � �y�� ���� yn�� Here xi� yi � �i�
Then the o�spring z � �z�� ���� zn� is computed by the uniform crossover operation according
to the following probability�

Prob�zi � xi	 � ���� P rob�zi � yi	 � ����

In the following we assume that all �i are the same� Then the probability of 
xing
�converging� each locus till time t � k is same for all i and we denote it as r�k�� Because
each locus behaves statistically independent� the probability of 
xing all n loci till the time
t � k is easily calculated as r�k�n� Now we got the following theorem�

Theorem � Let the number of loci be n� Then the mean convergence time � of the
population with uniform crossover operation is

� �
�X
k��

k �r�k�n � r�k � �n�� ���
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We will now assume that each locus has two alleles� In this case� we can put r�k� � s�k��
where s�k� was introduced in the previous section� If k is large enough kcn�k� � k�s�k�n�
s�k� �n� is decreasing for k and converges to � very rapidly� By taking a large enough K
we can approximately calculate � as

� �
KX
k��

k cn�k� � Ks�K�n � �
K��X
k��

s�k�n�� ���

Table � and 
gures � show a result of numerical calculations using the above equation
���� We tested some value of K and found that K � ���� is large enough� The horizontal
axis of the 
gures are scaled by log

�
�

n N � � N � � N � � N � � N � ��

 ���� ���� ���� ����� ����
� ���� ���� ���� ���� �����
� ���� ���� ��� ����� �����
� ���� ���� ����� ����� �����

� ���� ���� ����� ���� ����
�� ���� ��� ����� ���� �����
�� ���� ���� ����� ����� ����

�� ���� ���� ���� ���� �����
��� ���� ����� ����� ����� ������
�� ���� ����� ����� �� ������

��� ��� ���� ����� ���� �����

Table �� Mean convergence time with uniform crossover �pA � ����
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Figure �� Number of loci versus mean convergence time � �pA � ����

As you can see from the 
gure� the mean convergence time � increases almost proportionally
to log n�
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Next 
gure � is about the relation with the population size N �
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Figure �� Population size versus mean convergence time �pA � ����

This 
gure shows that � increases proportionally to N � To maintain consistency with the
results in the previous section� we approximate the above numerical results by a simple
formula

� � C�N �a loge n � ���b� ���

Here C� is a constant which depends on pA and from table � The optimal value of a
and b which minimize the squared error have been computed and we got the following
approximative formulae for some values of pA�

Proposition � Let the number of loci be n� Let each gene have two alleles� Then the
mean convergence time � of the population with uniform crossover is approximately

� � ��N ���� loge n � ������ for pA � ��� ���

� � ��N ���� loge n � ������ for pA � ���� ���

� � ���N ���� loge n � ������ for pA � ���� ���

� Comparison with simulations

We have also done numerical �Monte Carlo type� experiments with our Parallel Genetic
Algorithm Simulator �PeGAsuS�� The initial population is generated randomly� that is�
each locus has a probability �� to have the value � and �� to have the value � In the
simulations self�fertilization is prohibited� This is di�erent from the theoretical analysis�
However these di�erences are not essential here�

In 
gure � the results of simulations are shown� and in 
gure � we make comparison
between our exact calculation and simulation�
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�Monte Carlo type Simulation�
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Figure �� Comparison between exact calculation and simulation

The agreement between the analytical 
t and the simulations are very good�

� Discussion and conclusion

We have derived exact formulae for calculating the mean convergence time of random ge�
netic drift in a random mating population without selection and mutation� Exact numerical
calculations using the formulae show that in all cases treated here� the mean convergence
time � is approximately proportional to the size of the population N and to the logarithm
of the number of loci n� This means that genetic drift is an important factor for reducing
the variance of the population� But the reduction of the variance will reduce the increase
of of the average 
tness of the population �	

The above results have been compared with the results from Monte Carlo type exper�
iments� The 
t between them is very good� The simulation results also suggest that the
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standard deviation of the convergence time increases rather rapidly with population size
N � Although in this paper we evaluate only the mean of convergence time� the extension
for calculating the variance is straightforward�

An analytical derivation of the proposition � and its extension to the case with n genes
and large number of alleles are left for future work� Evolutionary Algorithms provide the

eld of theoretical quantitative genetics with many interesting experimental phenomena in
arti
cial situations� Many topics remain to be investigated in the future�
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